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1. Document’s Structure 

This document describes a problem and a context that focuses on the design, evaluation 

and use of tools in the search for optimization of the analysis processes and preliminary 

decision making in the stage of Exploration of data sources with representative 

characteristics of time and space, particularly. This begins by presenting the context that 

motivates the realization of the project, followed by its respective justification (chapter 2), 

along with the definition of the problem and the presentation of the objectives of the 

project, both general and specific. In chapter 3, the theoretical reference and state of art 

is elaborated, presenting previous projects and tools of interest for the study. 

 

Chapter 4 continues, advancing with the presentation of the tool designed, in general and 

architectural terms, continuing with the Study Case, in Chapter 5 used through which was 

based the description and detail of the experimental phase in Chapter 0. Finally, the 

results obtained are presented complemented with their respective analysis (chapters 7 

and 8), closing with the respective conclusions for this study in chapter 9 and the 

proposed future work proposal to give continuity to the project in chapter 10.  
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2. THE PROBLEM 

Throughout this chapter, the problematic of interest for this research project is 

formulated, structured and delimited. In addition, the objectives to be achieved are 

presented, in addition to the respective justification to address the problem 

approached. 

2.1. Problem Statement / Motivation 

By its part, the analysis of spatiotemporal urban data has evolved along the last 30 

years. Data heterogeneity and segmented analysis is a frequent issue in this context. 

As mentioned in the paper “Big Data, Analytics and the Path From Insights to Value”, 

the smartest organizations are embedding analytics to transform information into 

insights and then actions, connecting 

somehow the performance and the 

competitive value of analytics 

(LaValle et al., 2011). Besides the 

latter, information must become 

easier to understand and act upon, 

depending on how the data is 

provided to any visual 

representation. Nowadays, data 

analytics is turned to be the future of 

management of various activities in 

the industry. As presented in the 

Figure 1, much more of the activities 

followed in an analysis done for 

Enterprise Global Executives in the 

U.S., requires analytics to fulfill their 

necessities on the decision-making 

process, more than their own 

intuition. Figure 1 Analytics Trumps Intuition (LaValle et al., 2011) 
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Therefore, the effective and innovative use of data analysis tools has been a hallmark 

that distinguishes the most successful companies. It provides the necessary 

knowledge to make business decisions. For this reason, there are multiple tools on 

the market that allow users to know and analyze data. Known tools such as Tableau, 

Power BI or Google Analytics, among others, are well known examples for this, 

compared to traditional Business Intelligence. 

 

 

Figure 2 Known tools for Data Analytics in the Market 

 

Being the previously mentioned tools as an example of the current market are very 

efficient allowing the realization of numerous advanced visualizations with which to 

make the most of the data, decisions in selection of analysis tools, they often depend 

on the price and type of licensing. For example, for the cases of Power BI and Tableau, 

the first one is much more affordable, by costing Tableau seven times more 

approximately. However, we must consider all the factors mentioned, since it is 

useless to acquire a tool that fits the budgets but is not aligned with the needs and 

ends up falling into lack of use. Moreover, most of the tools have the “Freemium” 

services, which terminates in involving pricing when reach any point of analysis or 

needed greater features. This same happens with Google Analytics, that even if a web 

application which enables a bigger accessibility to the users as being in the Internet, 

has a pricing model, such as among other tools in the market. 

 

On the other hand, barriers on becoming more data driven for organizations are based 

on managerial and cultural rather than related to data and technology. As can be 

appreciated in the Figure 3, even if the leading obstacle in terms of visual analytics’ 

adoption is the understanding on the alternatives of analysis to carry their needs (e.g. 
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lack of skills), as also costs and time in intern organizational terms, knowing the 

advantages or benefits of carrying out of this, though. 

 

 

Figure 3 The Impediments to Becoming More Data Driven  
(LaValle et al., 2011) 

 

Thus, through the development of this project, is intended to let the users to result in 

a customizable analysis to support the finding of new insights in a web approach 

unlicensed and currently without pricing for exploratory analysis terms as it is thought 

to be. Additionally, allowing the user, not only to visual query any view, but to explore 

and to analyze multi-scale attributes within the space and the time. With this web 

approach the alternatives of accessibility to data analytics will be fulfilled in such way 

that the users are permitted to find insights with such coordinated analysis within the 

multivariate, spatial and temporal attributes in a much more accessible manner. 

 

Furthermore, by providing coordination features between views within the framework 

of the what, when and where paradigm, as described in subsection 2.2, the project 
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provides different analysis alternatives that imply various attributes, such as the 

temporal or the spatial ones. This study provides a palpable case study that seeks to 

familiarize users with the tool in graphical and analytical terms, thus gaining benefits 

in the discovery of new insights in terms of data exploration, by the fulfilling of 

challenges previously posed. 

 

Then, if this project is put into practice, analysts from different perspectives and 

knowledge could make use of the tool developed in terms of support for decision-

making processes, being considered as a facilitator seen from different analysis points 

of view. The latter, considering that the tool provides joint analysis features that allow 

the user to obtain graphic reports in a friendly and flexible manner for each of the 

users, regardless of the analysis variants provided by each one. 

 

2.2. Justification 

The realization of this research is of great interest to the entities that require an 

analysis of information with spatiotemporal particularity, because through this 

proposal the interaction between the main questions and / or components carried 

out in an analysis is achieved: (1) WHICH: Identification attributes, (2) WHEN: 

temporal attributes, (3) WHERE: spatial attributes and (4) WHAT: descriptive 

attributes.[6] In this way, summarize, compare, analyze, navigate, are the main 

tasks performed in this first preliminary tool resulting.  With the above, it is possible 

to denote the importance of visual and / or graphic consultation, in order to involve 

more users who are not necessarily experts for an objective decision making. 

 

The study significantly favors the analysis of large amounts of information, since it 

gives the user a sense of how the data is in terms of quality, distribution and outliers 

in a descriptive manner. These points, serve as input in terms of time and costs 

for the entities involved, providing ease in the understanding, comparison and 

analysis of a group of heterogeneous data in a short period of time, being all result 

of graphic interactions of interest. 
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2.3. Research Question 

Considering the Problem Statement and the project’s justification described 

above, the problem of interest is to favor the exploratory analysis of 

spatiotemporal data to let an analyst find insights in an effortless way than perhaps 

is possibly currently done. The proposal of this project consists in the design and 

the development of an interactive platform in a web approach, to ease a user, not 

necessarily an expert, to interact with its desired loaded data within synchronized 

views within the paradigm rounding the WHAT, WHEN and WHERE questions, 

reaching a Web environment approach for Visual Analytics. 

 

This last one, captures the main question that is covered within the development 

and study of the present project. To the author's knowledge, a previous study that 

responds particularly to this problem is not present: 

Does a web approach for multidimensional visual analytics through 

synchronized views, facilitate the analysis of spatiotemporal data in terms 

related to the paradigm of What, When and Where, eliminating 

accessibility, costs and licensing restrictions to users? 

 

2.4. Overall Objective 

Support the finding of new "insights" from a specific visual analysis using 

interactive elements, in an objective and agile decision-making environment, 

based on the outline of Visual Information-Seeking Mantra of “Overview first, zoom 

and filter, then details-on-demand”, taking in account the dimensions of space 

(Where), time (When), and multivariate content (What). 

 

2.5. Specific Objectives 

OE_1: Design, develop, detail, validate and document the technological tool for 

exploratory data analysis with spatiotemporal characteristics, orienting its 

preliminary design to be user-friendly and interesting. 
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OE_2: Elaborate and detail an experimental protocol that allows the 

measurement of variables involved in the validation of the tool serving as 

a facilitator for exploratory data analytics. 

OE_3: Based on a use-case and a set of analysis task associated with, perform 

experiments in order to evaluate the proposed tool. 

OE_4: Analyze the results of the entire project process, identifying advantages, 

limitations, problems and improvements compared to the proposal. 

 

3. THEORETICAL REFERENCE  

Throughout this chapter, will be described what has been worked lately about Data 

Exploration and Data Quality, principally, in general terms and as also regarding 

Spatiotemporality, specifically. That is, will be briefly described what is and how these 

works pose Data Quality, and for the Data Exploration towards Urban Planning, which 

are the types of analysis usually made.  

 

3.1. Theoretical and Conceptual Framework 

Reaching what Data Quality means correctly and following the preliminary conceptual 

framework mentioned in the work of Wang and Strong [4], the quality of the data refers to 

the accessibility, interpretability of the data, and the relevance and accuracy of it. That is, 

each category targets a set of dimensions towards believability, objectivity, completeness, 

traceability, the variety of data sources, value-added, timeliness, ease of operation, 

flexibility, ease of understanding, representational consistency and concise 

representation. Additionally, depending on the attributes or dimensions treated within a 

data source, four principal categories results: (1) Intrinsic, denoting that data have quality 

in their own right, (2) Contextual, highlighting the requirement that data quality must 

consider within the context of any specific task, (3) Representational and (4) Accessibility, 

emphasizing the importance of the role of systems. That is that high-quality data should 

be intrinsically good, contextually appropriate for the task, clearly represented, and 

accessible to the data consumer. 
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3.2. State of Art – Related Work 

Towards the analysis and exploration of big amounts of data that is usually yearned, a 

visualization widget for summarizing, exploring and navigating multivariate datasets was 

implemented to achieve this current challenge. That is, Guerra introduced and evaluated 

the tool called "NAVIO", which displays full summaries, allows sorting and filtering on 

ranges and values, and keeps a visual trail of the queries, allowing users to navigate and 

explore the data effortlessly. As Guerra mentions in his paper [2], Summarization, 

referring to getting a general idea of the dataset as a whole, Navigation, and Exploration, 

involving the availability to run specific desired queries, are the three main tasks that 

Navio addresses.  

 

It is stated how Navio displays a full summary of the dataset right from the start, displaying 

missing values, patterns, and distributions, giving the user a basic notion of the data 

completeness in an effortlessly way. Users then can explore the data while focusing on 

areas of interest by performing dynamic queries through in visualization set of selections, 

providing the trail of what the users perform. These set of characteristics are usually 

missing in the type of tools such as Tableau.  

Additionally, to also support users without programming training, is presented 

“SHIPYARD” as a contribution where users can drag and drop their data and get a Navio 

visualization for understanding and exploring it, with the availability of setting up the 

variables or attributes involved by how the user desires. Notwithstanding these previous 

preliminary advantages, as running on a web browser as a characteristic of flexibility, both 

Shipyard and Navio gets to have low scalability as a result, in comparison with such tools 

as Tableau, regarding their limitation on the support of significant bigger datasets, usually 

over 400Mb.  

Among a large group of commercial tools that support visual analysis, such as Infozoom 

or Tableau, the latter is the best known and common to achieve these visual tasks easily. 

Due to its nature, is the user who decides, among the dimensions or values, to visualize 

dragging and dropping each element on a canvas. As stated in Guerra’s work, this tool is 

great for the navigation, but it doesn’t lend easily to summarization or exploration. Being 

a common commercial tool, the tool is intuitive when you have knowledge of what you 
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are looking for, emphasizing its advantages over navigation tasks, supporting big 

amounts of data and processing them with a high efficiency. 

Current works with variety of temporary query tools such as “TEMPEST”[9] allows the 

user to select arbitrary combinations of months, days and times of day and see what 

happened at this time. Furthermore, another type of interactive time filter in the 

“STRAD”[10] project where the user selects the period of time that he wishes to see by 

means of a slider where the consultation period is specified, placing the start and end 

date and time, allowing to visualize on the map the trajectories of ships that moved during 

that time. 

 

Moreover, “TrapezoidBox”[8] is a reference tool for the spatial query, implemented on 

Google Maps, in which the spatial proximity queries are made by means of a trapezoid, 

where users can drag the four vertices to change the query condition and the result is 

seen in the map by the circular regions which represent the ranges satisfactory distance 

from the place of interest. 

 

By its part, “ANIMAP”[15] with the application of MARS as simulation model, has as aim 

communicating simulation results to different stakeholder groups such as transport 

planners, traffic modellers and decision makers, to present information regarding the 

model design and model results at an adequate abstraction level. That is, chronologically 

spatial effects in transportation will be displayed to the users.  

 

However, the comparison of spatial data in different instants of time aims to show the 

differences or proportions between the values for each moment and the values for the 

previous moment or at any time selected by the user. 

 

For its part, Andrienko (2003)[7] proposes a topology based on the classification and 

evaluation of how such spatiotemporal data can help to resolve questions through 

exploration and the characteristics of the data they are applicable to. The proposal directly 

relates tasks to components of data, in terms of space (where), time (when) and objects 
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(what). That is, questions can be easily answered keeping only what users need to satisfy 

the query constraints, on what is called lookup and filtering. 

 

On the other hand, Chen et al. (2018)[6] proposes a Visual Analyzer for Urban Data called 

“VAUD” which supports the visualization, querying, and exploration, allowing the Multi-

source analysis by leveraging spatial-temporal and social inter-connectedness features, 

and selecting, filtering and aggregating across multiple data sources, which permits the 

extraction of  information that would be hidden to a single data subset. Coincides with 

Andrienko when defining the resolution of a question on a query as the combination of 

four main component constraints, denoting the (1) which: Identification Attributes, (2) the 

when: Temporal attributes, (3) the where: Spatial attributes and (4) the what: Descriptive 

attributes. Moreover, is claimed the importance of visual querying, to engage more non-

expert users. 

 

In this order of ideas, even the on-the-fly queries and association of attributes are 

supported, VAUD requires users that must have a notion of networks, regarding the 

manipulation of nodes and the specifying of the conditions, to get to explore by zooming, 

panning and detailing the desired results.  

 

Furthermore, Doraiswamy et al. (2018)[5] states that visual analytics systems such as 

their tool proposed as “URBANE”, aim to empower domain experts to explore multiple 

data sets, at different time and space resolutions. In this proposal navigation and 

operations on map view such as panning, zooming, and rotating the view are 

accomplished through mouse interactions for analyzing multiple sources. 

Speaking in terms of storage, querying and analysis both “VAUD” and “URBANE” 

softwares achieves a high efficiency. Different alternatives to this are thought considering 

each software’s context and nature.  

To finalize, will be briefly shown in the table below (Table 1) a brief summary of the couple 

of softwares mentioned above, in terms of (1) Storage, (2) Flexibility, (3) Accessibility, (4) 

Querying & Analysis, and (5) Main Spatiotemporal Interactions. 
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VAUD 

Chen et al. (2018)[6] 

URBANE 

Doraiswamy et al. 

(2018)[5] 

MARS meeting ANIMAP 

Emberger et al. 

(2012)[15] 

Storage 

To enable cross-

domain analysis by 

leveraging the 

spatiotemporal inter-

connectedness, they 

build a sequence of 

STCs for 

spatiotemporal 

objects. 

The average memory 

consumption of an 

STC is 5Gb. 

Therefore, the total 

consumption for 22 

STCs is about 110Gb. 

They store all STCs 

individually in the hard 

disk and construct a 

spatiotemporal index 

structure to accelerate 

the online query. 

Raster Join 

Being a 3D Map 

proposal, a 

rasterization-based 

approach is thought 

to leverage current 

generation graphics 

hardware (GPUs), 

storing the different 

urban data sets in a 

3D grid index of fixed 

size, where the 

dimensions 

correspond to the 

location (2 

coordinates) and 

time. 

N/A 

Flexibility 

Multi-source 

Analysis / 

Interactivity 

● Manipulating 

Nodes: The 

Multi-source 

Analysis 

/Interactivity 

Urbane generates 

queries for two 

Coupling of AniMap and 

MARS 

 

A program written in VB-

script converts MARS-
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analyst can 

create a node 

by moving a 

node onto the 

query view. 

● Specifying 

Conditions: The 

analyst sets a 

query condition 

by first adding a 

node in the 

query view and 

then specifying 

the detailed 

conditions. 

different operations—

visualizing 

on the map and 

visualizing on the 

PCC [Exploratory 

View]. For both these 

cases, they execute 

Raster Join using a 

pre-configured 20 

meter bound. 

However, users can 

change this bound if 

they require higher 

accuracy. 

output text-files containing 

results of VENSIM-runs into 

javascript statements which 

in turn are interpreted by the 

AniMap-frontend. The 

provision of geographical 

data in the form of SVG-

graphics is performed using 

ESRI’s ArcView 3 

automated through the 

using of several Avenue 

scripts. 

 

The spatial and temporal 

visualisation should be 

possible without access to 

the internet and without a 

(local) web server running 

on the computer where the 

presentation happens. 

 

The input data for MARS 

remain stored in Microsoft 

Excel (XLS) files. Does not 

support Multi-source inputs. 

Accessibility NO WEB NO WEB WEB Application 

Querying & 

Analysis 

Multi-source 

Analysis 

Multi-source 

Analysis 

Control of time and the 

visible part of the region: 

Time interaction bar 
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* Exploring Results: 

The analyst is able to 

select one or more 

objects from the result 

node and place these 

in the scene view. The 

analyst can pan and 

zoom to explore 

details in the scene 

view. Furthermore, an 

analyst can explore 

detailed information by 

clicking an object. 

The main goal of the 

data exploration view 

is to support the 

analyses of urban 

data at two different 

resolution levels—

region and building. 

Exploratory view 

This visual 

representation is 

effective for 

analyzing multivariate 

data and can provide 

insights into the 

relationships 

between different 

indicators. 

Users can also filter 

regions by brushing 

the desired range of 

values on individual 

axes of the PCC. 

This updates the map 

by highlighting all 

regions that satisfy 

the filter constraints 

Simulation smoothly or by 

jump by selection of 

Checkboxes. 

 

Animated maps (VIEW-

mode): 

In AniMap/MARS only 

animated choropleth maps are 

used. 

 

Comparing scenarios 

(COMPARE-mode): 

Providing the direct 

comparison of the same 

output-variable generated by 

several MARS-simulation runs 

(which themselves are driven 

by distinct parameter settings). 

 

 

 

Space-time-cube 

based (STC) 

Constructed an STC 

for each time slice and 

Map View 

This view is 

composed of a map 

Control of time and the 

visible part of the region: 

The user controls the 

progression of time. 
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Main 

Spatiotempo

ral 

Interactions 

uniformly subdivide 

the STC into a 3D grid 

for a given resolution, 

where the resolution is 

determined based on 

the analysis tasks. As 

such, a cell of the STC 

refers to a 

geographical location 

and a time interval in 

the time slice 

associated with the 

STC. Finally, we 

sequentially relate 

each record of each 

object into an STC cell 

by leveraging the 

timestamp and 

location information. 

The spatiotemporal 

data and associated 

STCs support fast 

querying of 

spatiotemporal 

information and 

facilitate indirect 

connections of objects 

by means of the 

spatial-temporal 

interconnectedness. 

rendering 

component. 

The various menus 

and panels are 

overlaid on the map. 

Navigation and 

operations on map 

view such as 

panning, zooming, 

and rotating the view 

are accomplished 

through mouse 

interactions. The 

main menu allows 

users to control all 

the functionalities of 

the system. This 

includes loading or 

deleting urban data 

sets as well as 

polygonal regions 

that define the 

different resolutions. 

Users can then 

choose the data set 

to be visualized along 

with the visualization 

resolution. 

 

 

Map Viewing: 

In VIEW-mode up to three 

variables (maps) can be 

drawn and animated 

simultaneously. Histograms 

underneath the maps 

pretend to visualize the 

frequency distribution of the 

underlying attributes 

(variables) at a certain time 

and are animated 

synchronously with the 

maps. 

 

Comparing scenarios 

(COMPARE-mode), offering 

the ability to compare 

outcomes of different 

simulation-runs of a 

MARS/VENSIM-model 
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Multiple spatial 

aggregation queries 

can be generated 

based on the user 

interactions; thus, 

providing efficient 

support for these 

queries is crucial. 

Table 1 Comparative Analysis between Spatiotemporal Softwares 

 

As can be briefly inferred from the summary above, some of the solutions in the same 

domain of S-PLOR-T considers a non-complete analysis for the paradigm through the 

WH* questions, which could be a first differentiation between them and the tool posed. 

That is, a limitation on the synchronized analysis between the paradigm’s pyramid as 

presented in the Figure 4, is rarely met in current tools. On the other hand, for example 

towards the spatial analysis in a chronological manner, as ANIMAP’s does, is usually 

thought to be linked to a map, which isn’t the only way for it as S-PLOR-T briefly presents. 

However, each software shown above fulfills its own aim meeting functionalities that may 

not be able to meet with the first prototype of the tool posed, as described in Chapter 4, 

such as for example comparing features between scenarios, among perhaps others. For 

a further analysis about how S-PLOR-T is pretended to be a facilitator tool for analytics 

as a web approach in a spatiotemporal scope for this study, please refer to the Chapter 

below and later. 

4. TOOL DESIGNED - Interactive Urban Spatiotemporal Data 

Exploration Tool 

4.1. General Description of the Solution 

A web application approach is proposed and shown within the exploration of urban 

data, with temporal and spatial features, that lets a user have a general notion of 

what is represented in the set analyzed. Everything will be turned around a 
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paradigm that expresses three main dimensions asked when having data sources 

with these characteristics. The elements WHAT, WHEN and WHERE will be 

describing the objects known as general/single attributes, temporal and spatial 

approaches, respectively. Therefore, as described in the [Figure 4] the relation 

between two “WH” question will help to answer the third remaining. 

 

 

Figure 4 Paradigm Pyramid WH* (WHAT / WHEN / WHERE) 

 

The visual solution proposed will be carrying different containers/modules that will 

be displaying linked views within the framework of the paradigm presented 

previously. Notwithstanding the main aim is to provide analysis around these three 

main dimensions, raw analysis over plain data, as a general statistical overview 

will also be carried.  

 

Even if the first display will be proposing the user a configuration of each of the 

elements over a single screen (single web browser), the architecture that will be 

described below permits to have some flexibility over every physical container 

displayed. That is, the reorganization on the same multiple views over a single 

web browser, maximizing, minimizing or even closing them at the user's 

convenience, as well as setting a single or set of containers in multiple web 

browsers. Therefore, a user will have the opportunity to decide which of the views 

are important in its current analysis, or the opposite. Moreover, the link between 

every container will be explicitly or implicitly applied to what is called “cross-

filtering”. That is, through the interaction over any module, adjusting over the other 

modules displayed will be made through linked filtering, even if the representation 

of the data is different between its views. 
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Now, the following presents and describes the general architecture proposed for 

the development of this first versioning of the prototype. Refer to Figure 5 

presented and briefly described below: 

 

Figure 5 Architecture followed by the tool: S-PLOR-T (Component Diagram) 

As can be appreciated above, on the first hand, the application consists of graphic 

components that depend on the interaction provided by the user, which is the 

involvement of logical components. That is, the elements presented in the 

presentation layer will depend on the communication carried out between the 

different modules that are displayed according to the discretion of each user. In 

this way, the presentation layer consists of "n" number of modules / containers 

that will represent information provided to the user (Summary / Statistics / Spatial-

Temporal Analysis, among others), that can be added through an Aggregator 

Component that may or may not have web feed, at the user's need.  
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On the other hand, the main axis of communication lies in a parent module that is 

the Data Manager and which meets summary characteristics, which will depend 

on the interactions and the status of each of the modules displayed on the screen, 

by the current metadata or local storage per container. In the same way, all the 

modules represent a status update based on the interactions carried out in the 

other displays on the screen. The above, because all modules handle 

communication events through injected services per container. In this way, 

through a design manager and its event hub, the modules listen and receive 

constantly to the data provided by the data manager of the presentation layer. 

 

Now, in a more detailed way about the data managing in a logical manner, from 

the diagram’s layer below the Presentation’s, can be seen three well differentiated 

parts, the components (component), the templates (template) and the services 

(service). Thus, the components are blocks of the user interface with specific 

functionality, writing the business logic and composing each other to form the view 

of the general application. The services will be everything that connects the 

components with something for the exchange of data per module. In this way, the 

components use the services to obtain the data to be presented in the templates. 

 

 

4.2. Implementation environment and restrictions considered 

The implementation will be carried out mainly using the D3.js library, Vega-lite, 

jQuery DataTables, Leaflet, AngularJS and JavaScript and other libraries that will 

mainly help to meet the expected use characteristics, such as the flexibility 

granted to the user in visual terms. 

4.3. Stages of development 

● Determination and application of the flexibility in the selection and display 

of visualizations before selections of interest made by the user in any of the 

analysis components: WHAT / WHEN / WHERE. 
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● Definition and execution of strategies to support additional information in 

spatiotemporal urban data sources in the prototype solution. 

● Definition and execution of technical tests and user tests for validation of 

results, following the definition of a brief known study case. 

4.4. User Interaction 

The general interaction all over the whole proposed web application is described 

in this subsection. When first run the application's main server, it is displayed with 

its very first proposed configuration of the preliminary modules shown, as 

presented in the Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 First View of the tool: S-PLOR-T 

On the very first view, preliminary are represented six main containers, which are 

identified in the tab-names: (1) File Selector, (2) WHAT - Widget: Navio, (3) 

General Statistics, (4) Geo-Referentiation, (5) WHEN and (6) WHERE. All the 

views have the same data displayed. That is, any interaction over each view will 

be affecting the content displayed on the other views.  

 

On the other hand, the user is able to load a data source that must contain 

spatiotemporal features. To do that, in the very first container at the upper left, as 
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proposed in the default configuration, the user only has to select a local csv file, 

as a preliminary extension restriction, as is represented in the Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 File Picker view – Uploading a file 

As the user select the file to analyze, the data will be loaded to the remaining 

containers and each will display a first view around the statistical and the “WH” 

paradigm approaches, as the shows Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 Charged general view of the tool: S-PLOR-T 

As mentioned above, the user is free to re-configure as its own convenience any 

of the containers presented preliminary. That is, by a sustained click over each 

separate tab of any container, the user is able to move the whole module and its 

views to where is desired in the same single screen (web-browser), as is 

represented in the upper Figure 9 shown below. Moreover, the grouping feature at 

all the containers as tabs is also achieved by holding the click over any module 

and locate it in the upper tab section over another container, as represented in 

the bottom Figure 9. Additionally, every container has at its upper right a brief 

interactive bar, presented in the Figure 10, which let the user close, 

maximize/minimize or “pop-up” the container in another window, respectively from 

right to left.  
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Figure 9 Interactions over and communication between modules/containers/views 

 

 

Figure 10 Interactive bar by Container 
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Even when popping up any container in a new window, all the content that is 

displayed in it will be normally linked with the other open containers whether they 

are also popped up in new windows or not, through dynamic cross-filtering 

(through a bidirectional communication). Furthermore, the current state of each 

container will always by managed no matter the configuration is done over a single 

screen or multiple windows. That is, the state will let the user know the current 

analysis step and the approximate trace of the interactions carried out to achieve 

current results. 

 

The definition and interaction over each separate container will be presented in a 

detailed way in the subsection 4.5 as also in a much more detailed way in Annex 

12.1: Usability Tool Guide. 

 

4.5. Detailed Specification 

In this subsection, a general specification of the web application proposed, is 

presented in terms of the architecture and the form and interaction approach for 

each of the different modules.  

 

For a greater understanding of the context of the architecture, the "module or 

container" and "service" concepts are treated as a means of communication 

between them. As previously mentioned in this chapter, an interaction between 

modules represented in a preliminary grid by default is proposed, which has the 

flexibility desired by the user. This feature allows the organization at the user's 

interest of all the different components displayed in a single screen (said in a 

browser, with restriction to a single "view" not expanded), as well as separating 

them in several windows, maintaining the common interaction between the 

different modules or applications, on what is called “crossfiltering”. Similarly, 

flexibility in the sense that the user can decide which views are preferred available 

for the analysis that is kept in mind, which implies that closing, maximizing, 

minimizing, grouping into tabs can be applied for each of the modules that contain 

the views of interest. 
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In the Figure 11 is represented a summary of how the architecture of the main 

application is worked. Basically, when the data source is first loaded to the server, 

a preprocessing is held in managing location and temporal features, particularly, 

in order to obtain a natural formal and common language through the whole 

application, no matter what data source the user is working with, and to obtain 

additional information that is not presented explicitly in the current data, such as 

new attributes as “isWeekDay, day/night, dayOfTheWeek and weekOfTheMonth”.  

 

Using $scopes, AngularJS permits a first bidirectional communication between a 

Service and any Module. That is, by setting a general $scope of the data, the very 

first module can obtain all the data loaded of a single source. Once the module 

gets the whole data objects (array of JSON objects), through  events that are held 

by EventHubs of a container managed by a LayoutManager, with 

container.layoutManager.eventHub.emit(callbackFunction) and 

container.layoutManager.eventHub.on(callbackFunction), every container 

opened in a single window or in multiple windows are constantly communicated 

and updated whenever happens any change (such as filtering). The .emit() 

method will always be sending current data from any module to the others, which 

are always listening and receiving that same state of the data with the .on() 

method. 
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Figure 11 General Communication/Interaction between modules 

 

Now then, it is shown below the detailed specification for each view as a 

descriptive model. That is, the detailed definition and interaction of every separate 

module presented preliminary, answering in this way WHAT and HOW questions, 

particularly. For this, check the subsections 4.5.1 to 4.5.6, as it follows. 

4.5.1. File Selector Module 

This module is thought to be the main data loader, which permits the user to 

select the file source as desired. Particularly, the user is restricted to select 

files whose path has extension .csv or .xlsx, as can be seen in the Figure 12. 

When selected the desired file, it is loaded and reported in a dynamic table, 

which has features as pagination, show 𝑛 numbers of entries per page, filter 

by text (in the search input space), order ascending/descending by any of the 

attributes loaded, and determine if needed or wanted, to copy on clipboard, 

print or export as Excel, CSV or PDF the current visible data displayed on this 

table. 
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Figure 12 View of the summary of the file picking container 

4.5.2. WHAT - Widget: 𝑵𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒐 

Within the main paradigm “W’s (WHAT-WHERE-WHEN)” this module 

answers particularly the first dimension, mainly focused on the attribute 

feature as itself of the loaded data. As represented in the Figure 13, this 

module manages all the data loaded in a graphic way to let the user to have 

a notion of how it is set. 𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜 displays a full summary of the dataset right 

from the start, displaying missing values, patterns, and distributions, giving 

the user a basic notion of the data completeness in a effortlessly way.  

In the interactive approach, users can explore the data while focusing on 

areas of interest by performing dynamic queries through in visualization set 

of selections, providing the trail of what the users perform, as the figure below 

represents. In order to achieve the visual query, the user has to hold a left 

click over the widget and select the desired data over brushing. On the other 

hand, ordering and filter by single attributes is also permitted in this visual 

analysis. 

 

The data displayed in each visual set, is the one the other modules will keep 

listening constantly (called as Visible Data). That is, whenever any selection 

over the widget is done, the data displayed over the other views will also keep 

changing, always to the visible one. 
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Figure 13 Navio’s widget description and its main interactions 

4.5.3. General Statistics 

As a general approach, this module lets the user have a notion of the simple 

statistics of a single attribute by selection at its own convenience. As is 

represented in the Figure 14, a general boxplot is displayed with the 

distribution of the values of the attribute selected. Per year is shown a 

representation of the quantiles calculated, and with it the distribution that 

fits between different levels of the boxplot or the whiskers, as also 

information that is higher or lower to the maximum and minimum data, 

respectively.  

 

Figure 14 Statistics container: Box Plot Analysis 
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In the interactive approach of this single view, the user is able to see the 

current distribution and its boxplot (from the visible data displayed on the 

widget Navio), with its features (eg. single value). Furthermore, a selection 

over the legend permits the filtering over the preliminary graph. To return to 

the complete representation, the user has to select over the legend attributes 

to hide/unhide values in the graph.  Moreover, as a zooming feature, the user 

is able to select by brushing the desired data to have a better notion of what 

is initially displayed. To return to the general view, the user has to double click 

over the graph.  

 

Additionally, the user is also able to select over the dropdown below the graph, 

to filter over the current and other modules the actual visible data, considering 

different levels over a single box and whiskers representation, as follows: 

● Complete Data: Raw loaded data. 

● 0-25th Percentile [MIN <-> Q1]: Range that represents all values 

between the lower whisker (minimum value) and the first quartile. 

● 25th-50th Percentile [Q1 <-> Q2 (Median)]:  Range that represents 

the 25% of data that will be less than 25th percentile; 75% of data 

will be more than 25th percentile. 

● 50th-75th Percentile [Q2 (Median) <-> Q3]: Range that represents 

the 50% of data will be less than 50th percentile; 50% of data will be 

more than 50th percentile. 

● 75th-100th Percentile [Q3 <-> MAX]: Range that represents the 75% 

of data will be less than 75th percentile; 25% of data will be more 

than 75th percentile. 

● Interquartile Range: Range that represents all values between the 

first and the third quartile. 

● Outliers: Values that between all calculation of higher and lower 

whiskers, are bigger and lower than each, respectively.  
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On the other hand, other alternatives to increase the statistical analysis is 

provided by S-PLOR-T, such as graphics which let the user to get 

information from descriptive statistics, as shown in the Figure 15 below: 

 

Figure 15 Statistics container: Descriptive Analysis 

Moreover, correlational analysis between various attributes and between a 

pair of them can be also done as other alternatives in the analysis process, 

if needed.  

 

For much more detailed information, please go to the Annex Section 12.1: 

“Usability Tool Guide”. Important to say that you will find a guide in Spanish, 

due to the participants of the usability evaluation proposed and presented 

later, are all Spanish-speakers. 
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4.5.4. Geo-Referentiation 

Around the need for understanding visually the spatial dimension presented 

within the loaded data, this module represents the set of coordinates obtained 

by the processing of Latitude and Longitude per Identificator (ID - “Key”) per 

year (if containing temporal features). That is, as can be appreciated in the 

Figure 16, for each year is a distinct color representation of the information 

displayed on a map (implemented following the library of “OpenStreetMap / 

Leaflet”). By clicking over any point of interest, the user is able to get the 

current registered coordinate, with its key-Identificator and, if existing, the 

Date linked with the “event”. 

 

Not less important, whenever any additional module has an interaction (such 

as filtering by area), the information displayed over the main map will also be 

updated. This last will permit the user to have a zooming notion of what the 

analysis requires. 

 

Figure 16 Spatial Container: Georeferentiation view 
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On the other hand, if needed and provided in the data, you can load and 

aggregate 𝐸𝑆𝑅𝐼 information in terms of shapes or 𝑔𝑒𝑜𝐽𝑆𝑂𝑁 formats, providing 

additional interactions over the data, as shown in the Figure 17 below. 

 

Figure 17 Spatial Container: ARGIS map view. 

Moreover, non-map analysis, within the spatial component is also provided. 

The next subsection manages this in a better detailed way. 

 

For more detailed information, please go to the Annex Section 12.1: 

“Usability Tool Guide”. Important to say that you will find a guide in Spanish, 

due to the participants of the usability evaluation proposed and presented 

later, are all Spanish-speakers. 

4.5.5. WHERE 

Within the main paradigm “W’s (WHAT-WHERE-WHEN)” this module 

answers particularly the second dimension, mainly focused on the spatial 

feature of the loaded data. By selecting any two variables of interest, the 

application will propose a graph that fits on the need of visualization. That is, 

between the combination of categorical and sequential attributes, following 
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the best practices that state how to reduce the cognitive effort of the user, the 

module will display a good approximation of visualization that could help the 

user to analyze attributes within the selections at its own convenience. 

 

Figure 18 Spatial Container: Un-map analysis 

On the other hand, besides getting to know the general static data of the 

currently chosen attributes, the user is also able to select by brushing over 

the spatial graph (presented above between the two graphs) which represents 

the coordinates in the plane (Latitude and Longitude), also presented visually 

in the georeferentiation map. By holding a click over the graph (scatter plot) 

and brushing, the information of the graph below will be also filtered. To return 

to the general view, the user has to click outside the brushing area previously 

drawn. This is represented in the Figure 19, which can be found below. 

 

 Figure 19 Spatial Container: Un-map analysis 
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As vega-lite provides, every set of visualizations can be saved as SVG or 

PNG by just clicking the links below both graphs, as the user desire. 

Not less important, all the information displayed in this module is the current 

visible one over the widget NAVIO, representing the WHAT approach of the 

paradigm studied. 

 

Additionally, other spatial non-map analysis can be held, as proposed in the 

prototype, such as Bubble Charts. Other alternatives can be also considered 

to be added to a second version of the tool. 

 

For more detailed information, please go to the Annex Section 12.1: “Usability 

Tool Guide”. Important to say that you will find a guide in Spanish, due to the 

participants of the usability evaluation proposed and presented later, are all 

spanish-speakers. 

4.5.6. WHEN 

Within the main paradigm “W’s (WHAT-WHERE-WHEN)” this module 

answers particularly the third dimension, mainly focused on the temporal 

feature of the loaded data. That is, different characteristics that can be 

obtained from temporal attributes such as: Years, Hours, Months, Days, and 

so on. Within this container will be displayed additional information obtained 

from the temporal features that the loaded data may have, as possible. 

Within this third dimension, represented as the Figure 20 shows, users will be 

able to filter temporal data as desired in terms of different levels of temporal 

granularity, by switching on and off any of the toggles as shown below: 
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Figure 20 Temporal Container 
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For more detailed information, please go to the Annex Section 12.1: “Usability 

Tool Guide”. Important to say that you will find a guide in Spanish, due to the 

participants of the usability evaluation proposed and presented later, are all 

Spanish-speakers. 

 

5. STUDY CASE- DESCRIPTION: “Behavior of daily urban 

trips by home - Study case in Bogotá city” 

5.1. Description and Motivation 

Within the framework of the master's thesis in Civil Engineering developed by the 

researcher Javier Rodrigo Peña Bastidas, from the Universidad de los Andes, it is 

proposed as a brief case study, for this particular project to use a sample of a set of 

provided data for the investigation. Group: "Group of studies on urban and regional 

sustainability - SUR", which is a working research group of the Universidad de los 

Andes, of the academic unit: Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering. 

The data provided is the data from the Household Travel Survey of Bogotá for 2015, 

which states: "... the most complete official source of information on mobility and travel 

patterns ...". This survey is the compilation of the one-day travel diary of people over 

5 years of age living in participating households located in the area that includes the 

city of Bogotá and its 17 neighboring municipalities. This provides trip information of 

two points (origin-destination) per member per household. In addition, 

sociodemographic information is also included, such as age, socioeconomic stratum, 

means of transport, gender, etc. As detailed, the survey of this year (2015) compared 

to 2011, included more detailed characterization of the trips on foot, since it recorded 

all trips of more than 3 minutes since the previous exercises did not take into account 

for trips of less than 15 minutes. 

 

The analysis of cities such as Bogotá, city in Colombia, as in terms of urban mobility, 

allows finding patterns that allow determining the level of development of the city in 
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terms of transport, considering the nature of distribution of households in the urban 

space. As a result, housing settlements are common in areas with low economic 

opportunities and low mixed land uses, generally in the periphery of cities caused by 

the fast-growing and uncontrolled nature of the population, together with the lack of 

Public Transport, leads to long travel times and distances. Economic and social 

conditions end up being fundamental in the gaps that currently affect the city. 

Thus, getting to know those patterns of mobility of great amount of people in the city, 

may tell Bogotá’s planners to make quick decisions just by obtaining descriptive 

analysis, as spatial and temporal analysis, in an effortless but objective manner. 

Notwithstanding the analyst could have different alternatives of visual analysis, every 

separate question could get him time-spending, such as needing desktop apps, 

licenses, or just knowing how to code. With S-PLOR-T that will not happen as being 

a web approach for data analysis in an exploratory phase with synchronized views 

relating any question within the paradigm’s questions: What, When and Where.  

5.2. Storyboard - Process of Interaction 

In this subsection, will be shown an alternative of process of analysis in graphic terms 

to situations that can be presented, considering the description of the use case of the 

previous subsection. 

Consider the case in which, from the information provided as a raw file (.xlsx file) by 

the user, it is desired to know the general proportion of the predominant means of 

transportation of the people whose reason for traveling is working at night (considered 

as from 6:00 PM to 6:00 AM), as per genre. Additionally, is desired to analyze in 

average the stratum, and its neighborhood & locality, and cardinal point in the urban 

space of the city (North-South-East-West), where these people are concentrated 

using any means of transportation. On the other hand, is also wanted to know how is 

its distribution of distance traveled as frequency analysis for all the people living in the 

same stratum of interest. 

Thus, an alternative process to solve the analysis previously described, a user of the 

tool S-PLOR-T, can develop the with the procedure that the following figure below 

shows: 
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Figure 21 Storyline in S-PLOR-T for the analysis posed as example 
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6. EXPERIMENTAL PHASE 

6.1. Used Technologies 

For the realization of the present study, the following tools are used: 

● S-PLOR-T v1.0: Software that supports the exploratory analysis of data with 

spatial-temporal characteristics, designed and developed within the Project 

that is summarized through this document. With this tool, the mechanism to 

evaluate and validate the research question exposed in section 2 of this 

document is provided. For this, refer to chapter 2: "THE PROBLEM". 

● Microsoft Excel 2016: This tool is used to provide the participants with the 

information of the test data to be loaded for the development of the usability 

evaluation. Additionally, this tool is used for the administration, 

management and processing of data for the subsequent analysis of these 

and the proper elaboration of conclusions. 

● Google Chrome V.73.0.3683.103: Browser by which all the evaluations of 

this project were done, and which is proved to have its best performance 

within every analysis provided by it. 

 

6.2. Participating Groups 

The description of the groups participating in the project is presented below: 

● Course "Transportation Systems" - Universidad de los Andes: 

○ Program: Civil Engineering 

○ Level: Undergraduate 

○ Semester in Curriculum: 7th Semester 

○ Description: “The course addresses the principles of traffic 

engineering and transportation planning. The course provides tools 

to understand transport in a technical way, within a multidisciplinary 

framework.” 
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● Research Group: “Group of Studies on Urban and Regional 

Sustainability - SUR” - Universidad de los Andes: 

○ Program: Civil Engineering 

○ Description: “Supports the processes of public policy design in the 

dimensions of urban and territorial ordering. It is characterized by its 

highly technical and multidisciplinary approach, with lines of research 

framed in: principles of urban and regional environmental quality; 

regional competitiveness and logistics; public management and 

institutionality; urban and regional economy; public space and urban 

architecture; habitat and sustainable construction; modeling and 

spatial analysis, and mobility and territorial planning.” 

 

6.3. Study Group 

The user population that participated in this project was chosen based on the 

following characteristics: 

● Educational Level: To be in a level of education of undergraduate or 

higher. The latter given that it is guaranteed that they possess the skills of 

analysis and interpretation of data. 

● Age Range: Be older than 18 years of age. 

● Physiological condition: The user does not present characteristics 

related to problems or learning disorders or attention deficit. 

 

The population was obtained through the institutions and academic units that 

actively participated in the study, as previously described. 
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6.4. Experimental Methodology 

In the first hand, every participant will be introduced to the proposed tool, showing 

them the generalities of every module/container separately. Through this exercise 

the participants of the study will be immerse on what the main and general 

functionalities every component of every container has. This last, in order to 

contextualize them and letting them know how they could get results from analysis 

from different and perhaps linked perspectives. 

 

Then, each participant will be presenting an “Usability Evaluation” in an individual 

manner. This exercise will evaluate, per user, its understanding on the use of  the 

tool to reach the solution of a quantity determined of challenges, that let to interact 

with various components of the tool as a whole. That is, every challenge permits 

the interaction with a particular set the attributes of the views proposed to get to 

the answer of it. Additionally, will be asked about YES/NO questions that are 

related to the completion by challenge and how it was perceived to be in terms of 

difficulty. Moreover, comments per challenge are also asked, so that the 

perception received has more context and description. Time will be set and 

calculated per challenge per user. All the above, with the purpose of determining 

the answers got and how were them perceived in general terms.  

 

After the above, once the study is completed, an evaluation of the quality of the 

tool is made by each of the participants of the test, to indicate the positive and 

negative aspects that they have experienced, with a view to improving the first 

version of the tool. Additionally, is also obtained sociodemographic information of 

each of them, so that can be determined use relationships on the tool S-PLOR-T. 

 

Thus, having the results obtained with the participation of the users participating 

in the study, we proceed to carry out the due analysis of these, in order to close 

with the respective conclusions seeking to answer the question posed for the 

present study. 
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Below, in the Figure 22, can be appreciated a diagram that outlines the 

experimental methodology previously described: 

 

 

Figure 22 Experimental Methodology 

 

6.5. Evaluation: Study Variables 

In order to answer the research question posed previously in this document, a 

set of variables discriminated by participant user of the proposed tests is 

defined: 

● Proportion of culminated challenges compared to those proposed by 

test 

○ Justification: This measure will justify the number of challenges 

considered as completed by all the study participants, compared to 

the number of challenges initially raised, no matter if the answer 

given where right or not. This will allow to know how much each 

participant worked to reach their answers by challenge. 

○ Unit of Measurement: Percentage 

○ Measuring process: Every evaluation asks for the completion of 

each challenge proposed to each participant. That is, no matter what 

answer the user found through its own analytic process, will be asked 
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to check a completion YES/NO question, by the perception of each 

participant on the going. This percentage will be obtained as the 

average of the percentages, based on the number of answers that 

were given per challenge by all the participants. 

● Proportion of correct answers registered per Challenge 

○ Justification: This measure will justify the number of challenges that 

were correct by all the study participants in a percentual scope. This 

will allow to know from how much each participant worked to reach 

their answers by challenge, how many got the right answer per 

Challenge. 

○ Unit of Measurement: Percentage 

● Proportion of the completeness and correctness per Challenge by 

differencing the participating groups of the study. 

○ Justification: This measure will let us determine how the results got 

during the study differ between the two big participant groups, 

defined in subsection 6.2. This will allow to know how to define in a 

better way the use of the tool through how the performance of each 

group went. 

○ Unit of Measurement: Percentage 

 

6.6. Quality Assessment for the Tool 

This evaluation is presented to those users who worked with the S-PLOR-T tool, 

once each of the challenges presented in this study was completed. It is done with 

the purpose that users indicate those positive and negative aspects that they 

consider important to mention, after having made use of the tool. 

For this purpose, they are presented with a group of qualitative questions, with 

which users are asked to indicate how interesting they seemed to S-PLOR-T, how 

much they considered that they understood its usability in graphical and analytical 

terms, and if they consider S-PLOR-T useful for the development of interactive 

analysis within the paradigm of what, when and where, in a synchronized manner. 
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Each of the questions presented in this evaluation offers alternatives of options 

within a LIKERT scale analysis with 6 options, indicating the levels of difficulty and 

interest of the tool. Additionally, sociodemographic information is asked, which 

allows to have an idea of the biases in the tests carried out on the different users. 

In this way, results are provided that can be combined together and properly 

discriminate the level of acceptance that S-PLOR-T had with the user group that 

worked with it. 

 

For more details, refer to the Annex in Section 12.3: "Quality Assessment - S-

PLOR-T", located in the last section of this document. It should be noted that since 

participants were all Spanish-speakers, the perception survey was developed in 

Spanish. 

 

6.7. Experimental Phase: Elements and times used 

Following the experimental methodology previously discussed in this document 

and how the usability evaluation of the S-PLOR-T tool was proposed, the times 

used for the relationship of each stage that was part of this study are indicated 

below. It should be noted that the times used are independent of the tools used 

by the students: 

 

● Introduction (Generalities of the tool): 

○ Realization time: 10-15 minutes 

○ Note:  

All general information provided during this exercise is detailed in the 

user’s interaction guide, posed as one annex (Section 12.1). 

 

● Usability Evaluation: 

○ Realization Time: 30-40 minutes (depends on the development of 

each one of the challenges, per user). 

○ Number of Questions: 

■ For each of the challenges: 
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● Challenge No. 1: 

○ 1 Analysis question 

○ 2 questions of perception 

■ Completeness of the challenge 

■ Ease of resolution of the challenge 

 

● Challenge No. 2: 

○ 1 Analysis question 

○ 2 questions of perception 

■ Completeness of the challenge 

■ Ease of resolution of the challenge 

 

 

● Challenge No. 3: 

○ 3 Analysis questions 

○ 2 questions of perception 

■ Completeness of the challenge 

■ Ease of resolution of the challenge 

 

● Challenge No. 4: 

○ 1 Analysis question 

○ 2 questions of perception 

■ Completeness of the challenge 

■ Ease of resolution of the challenge 

● Challenge No. 5: 

○ 3 Analysis question 

○ 2 questions of perception 

■ Completeness of the challenge 

■ Ease of resolution of the challenge 
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● Perception Evaluation and Tool Quality: 

○ Estimated time: 5-10 minutes 

○ Number of Questions: 

■ 1 Authorization Question for Collection, tabulation and 

analysis of results by test 

■ 8 Questions with Sociodemographic characteristics (Gender, 

Age, Role, among others) 

■ 11 questions of perception about the tool. 
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7. PRESENTATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Through this subsection, the results obtained from the usability evaluation and the survey about 

the quality assessment of the tool carried out with the participating users are presented. These is 

the result obtained with each participant of the evaluation following the experimental methodology 

designed and described in the subsection above. For checking out the evaluation presented by 

the users, refer to Section 12.2: “Usability Evaluation”. 

 

7.1. Experimental / Technical Evaluation: Obtained Results 

The results presented below are based on the variables defined for the validation of this 

study. 

 

As can be seen in the following table and graph, after carrying out this study it is observed 

that the participants opted to define as complete the challenge posed in its majority. That 

is, it was defined as an answer for completeness: "YES". Similarly, can also be seen a 

pattern of increase in the positive response from the participants, possibly for reasons of 

ease of challenge or understanding of the tool as going deeper into it. 

 

 

In this order of ideas, we can determine a general pattern of how the behavior of the 

participants was on determining if the challenges were considered as “complete”. In 

general terms about the completeness, a 67.658% in average of the whole 47 evaluated 

answered YES (SI), an 8.936% answered NO (NO) and a 23.406% did not answer the 

question. 

 

Table 2 Percentual Summary: Completeness 

Figure 23 Distribution of the Completeness by Challenge 
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On the other hand, as can be seen in the following table and graph, after carrying out this 

study it is observed that the participants with a 53.616% in average considered that was 

easy to solve the challenges posed in the evaluation. That is, it was defined as an answer 

for difficulty: "YES". 

 

 

Additionally, following the analysis by Challenge posed, can be seen below the standard 

deviations from the answers provided by all the participants (47): 

 

Table 4 Standard Deviations for study variables: Completeness & Difficulty 

From the standard deviations presented above, for both study variables, is clear how the 

distribution does not follow a Normal curve, which let us affirm that through all the answers 

is represented a variation. This, in a comparative manner between both variables, shows 

how between the participants is varied the answers in a bigger way in terms of 

completeness more than the difficulty. That is possibly due to the perception or perhaps 

the level of understanding that each participant has as an individual when answering each 

challenge posed. 

 

Figure 24 Distribution of the Difficulty by Challenge 

Table 3 Percentual Summary: Difficulty 
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However, notwithstanding the last result’s description in terms of completeness and 

difficulty, it is important to clarify that between the participant groups evaluated can be 

appreciated a huge difference that lies in the educational level or level of expertise of 

each. In a comparative way, can be seen this difference when analyzing both participating 

groups in an individual manner, as follows: 

 

 

Table 5 Comparative Percentual Tables for study variable: Completeness – for Experts and Undergraduate Students 
separately 

 

Table 6 Comparative Percentual Tables for study variable: Difficulty – for Experts and Undergraduate Students 

separately 

 

As presented in the comparative tables above, in terms of both study variables, is clear 

how the appreciations given by both participating groups differ. That could be possibly 

due to the expertise that the participant has, in terms not only in an analytical manner but 

in knowledge such as on the kind of data used in the user test. Moreover, considering 

only the experts, who are the members of the research group SUR from Universidad de 

los Andes, the considerations about these same terms of completeness and difficulty 

seems that they were very receptive in each challenge, understanding and executing 

what was questioned in a positive manner. 

 

On the other hand, as follows in the table and graph below, another analysis of great 

interest apart from the completeness and perception in terms of difficulty by challenge, is 

the one following the proportion of correctness for each in comparison with the whole 

posed. From the following, can be appreciated that all the participants had a 49.504% in 

average for correct answers through all the challenges posed. However, even though it 

seems not to be a good result about correctness in average for all the challenges posed, 

if considering just the first four challenges (as the undergraduate students did not 

# Participants 11 # Participants 36

Challenge SI NO NaN Total Challenge SI NO NaN Total

Ch_1 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% Ch_1 72.22% 25.00% 2.78% 100.00%

Ch_2 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% Ch_2 94.44% 5.56% 0.00% 100.00%

Ch_3 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% Ch_3 77.78% 8.33% 13.89% 100.00%

Ch_4 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% Ch_4 44.44% 19.44% 36.11% 100.00%

Ch_5 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% Ch_5 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00%
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# Participants 11 # Participants 36

Challenge SI NO NaN Total Challenge SI NO NaN Total

Ch_1 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% Ch_1 44.44% 30.56% 25.00% 100.00%

Ch_2 90.91% 9.09% 0.00% 100.00% Ch_2 88.89% 5.56% 5.56% 100.00%

Ch_3 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% Ch_3 47.22% 30.56% 22.22% 100.00%

Ch_4 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% Ch_4 27.78% 16.67% 55.56% 100.00%

Ch_5 72.73% 27.27% 0.00% 100.00% Ch_5 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00%
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considered the solving of the fifth challenged posed), a 56.915% in average for correct 

answers through all of them is got.  

 

 

 

The above, can be perhaps in terms of the difficulty of each challenge, or the 

understanding of the terms and visualizations and interactions needed per challenge by 

participant.  

 

Now, following the same order of ideas for the two previous study variables, a comparison 

between the two major participating groups can be observed below: 

 

From the above, you can see the same behavior as in the previous comparison, so that 

the experts had a better performance in responding to each challenge than the 

undergraduate students. Perhaps it is due to the interest of the participants in solving the 

user test or due to the understanding of how the tool works to obtain a correct result and 

analysis when interacting between the variants of the modules presented in the first 

version of the application (prototype). However, it can also be seen that for most of the 

challenges, considering the resolution of the challenges that all the participants fully 

developed (from challenge 1 to 4), analyzing results of correctness by challenge, the 

# Participants 36 # Participants 11

Challenge CORRECT INCORRECT Total Challenge CORRECT INCORRECT Total

Ch_1 44.44% 55.56% 100.00% Ch_1 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%

Ch_2 66.67% 33.33% 100.00% Ch_2 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%

Ch_3 32.41% 67.59% 100.00% Ch_3 84.85% 15.15% 100.00%

Ch_4 36.11% 63.89% 100.00% Ch_4 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%

Ch_5 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% Ch_5 84.85% 15.15% 100.00%
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Table 7 Percentual Summary: Correctness 

Figure 25 Distribution of the Correctness by Challenge 

Table 8 Comparative Percentual Tables for study variable: Correctness – for Experts and Undergraduate Students separately 
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correct results exceed the population average considered for the present study. The 

above is a positive implication for the tool, being evident that the participating users 

(experts and non-experts) in the course of the test, became familiar with the tool, 

understanding the location of the graphic elements and how to carry out the various 

analyzes proposed. 

 

Furthermore, in the following representations of the time invested by challenge, the 

variations in data taken, per participant per challenge can be appreciated, given the 

differentiation between the study groups: experts versus the entire population studied. 

This, as an affirmation through how the standard deviations differ for both cases, being 

lower for the expert participants in the present study. 

 

 

 

That is, as evidenced in the following graphs, the times invested differ between the two 

participating groups in the tests. The last can be appreciated, by looking at the behavior of the 

variation of average times between challenges, particularly for users with a certain quality of 

expertise. However, in general terms, there is also evidence of understanding and familiarization 

of the tool, as the times per challenge decrease (in different proportions between groups). Even 

if this pattern is evident, an analysis can also be made that implies that the tool was much better 

received in terms of the time required by analysis by all the expert users, who obtained the best 

results in time. 

Table 9 Comparative Standard Deviation for Time Invested by Challenge – for Experts and Undergraduate Students separately 
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If viewed from a different graphical perspective, considering the average times for the entire 

population participating in the study, familiarization with the tool previously mentioned in terms of 

time is evident. That is to say, it can be observed that for a majority of individual user evaluations, 

as the challenges are happening, the time invested in each of them decreases. In addition, it is 

also evident the amount of challenges that alter the results of analyzed times, considering that 

users could not respond to all the challenges. This is evidenced in the graph that is briefly 

presented below: 

 

Figure 27 Time Distribution by Challenge for only Experts 

Figure 28 Time Distribution by Challenge 

Figure 26 Time Distribution by Challenge for only Undergraduate 
students 
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Figure 29 Comparative Plot for Invested Times per Challenge per Participant 

 

 

7.2. Quality Assessment: Obtained Results 

Below are presented the results obtained with the qualitative questions of perception 

about the tool that the participating users of the study answered once the usability test 

designed and proposed, for research purposes, was completed. Based on these results, 

it is expected to understand the experience of all the participating users when interacting 

with the tool for the purposes of exploratory data analytics. 

 

As it has been evident in the review of the general results of the tests carried out on the 

participants, and as the following set of graphs shows, in demographic terms there is a 

greater number of undergraduate students, belonging to the subject of Transportation 

Systems of Civil Engineering, where one of the tests was carried out (36 participants). 

The remaining population are the experts with some level of expertise in analytical issues 

and in terms of knowledge of the data (11 participants). 
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Figure 30 Distribution of the Demographic Information 

Now, to have knowledge about the context in terms of data analytics in general terms 

and, in particular, about the knowledge of the study participants in particular in their 

consideration of the domain of spatiotemporal data, we also chose to ask each user about 

their experience and domain knowledge. The results on this concern are shown in the set 

of graphs presented below. 

 

From the above, it can be stated that of the entire population participating in the study, 

76.59% (equivalent to 36 people) has had some experience in data analysis but does not 

Figure 32 Distribution for: “Experience in Data Analytics” 
Figure 31 Distribution for: “Expertise in Data Analytics for Spatiotemporal Data” 
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consider having expertise in the domain of data analytics with spatiotemporal 

characteristics (87.23%). Well, if the question of expertise can become general for a 

correct interpretation of said brief result, it aims to link it with the results of resolution of 

the challenges posed for this study, as presented in the previous subsection. 

Now, in specific terms, perceptual questions were asked, as shown below, where results 

are sought on a scale of 0 to 5 to perform a Likert analysis as shown later in this section. 

 

 

Figure 33 Percentual Distribution for: “Interesting for participants” 

In this order of ideas, as can be seen in the previous pie chart, it was intended to find 

patterns of perception in terms of the interest of the participating users about the tool they 

had just used. From the brief results got from this previous chart, is evident that 

considering in the 6-position scale used for this question the answers Zero (0) to Two (2) 

as negative and Three (3) to Five (5) as positive, in general terms the participants 

perceived S-PLOR-T interesting in a 95.74% (45 participants), which let us have an idea 

about the motivation they could have had when using the web tool posed. 
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Figure 35 Percentual Distribution for:” Ease of use in graphics terms” Figure 34 Percentual Distribution for:” Ease of use in analytic terms” 

Figure 39 Percentual Distribution for:” Flexibility of use in graphics terms” Figure 38 Percentual Distribution for:” Flexibility of use in graphics terms” 

 

Figure 37 Percentual Distribution for:” Ease of content’s location and 
functionalities” 

 

Figure 36 Percentual Distribution for:” General Usability Perception of the 
tool” 
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As shown in the set of previous pie charts, in general terms, several aspects were asked 

in terms of graphics and analytical terms. Analyzing the results in pairs of similar 

questions, it is consistent that approximately the same number of people participating in 

the study find the tool used either easy or flexible. In terms of graphic ease of use, 70.21% 

provided a positive response (between 3 and 5). Similarly, 72.34% approve the tool in 

terms of ease of use when talking about data analytics. However, it must be taken into 

account that 29.78% for ease in graphic terms and 27.6% in analytical terms, considered 

to respond as "slightly positive", which gives rise to see opportunities for improvement to 

the tool to provide the user with an intuitive tool that allows easy use from different 

perspectives. 

 

On the other hand, talking in terms of flexibility in graphic terms, 87.23% considered 

responding positively. In this way, following the same idea as in the previous analysis, 

40.4% considered the tool "slightly flexible", perhaps following the same logic of ease of 

use in graphic terms, which is consistent, and 25.53% in terms of analytics. of data. The 

last result is a positive result, being an indication that for the population participating in 

the study, S-PLOR-T is a tool that can provide data analysis from different perspectives 

to the user's needs, being a 72.34% the answers ranked as positive in the 6-position 

scale.  

 

Notwithstanding all the previous analysis, it is important to emphasize that the link 

between ease of use and flexibility of the tool must be fully complied, being these brief 

results crucial to find opportunities to improve it until its best performance. This is justified 

by the analysis taken from the perception question if it was easy to locate the content and 

functionalities of the tool, where 68% answered positively. However, the difference 

considered it difficult to manage. Furthermore, despite the last fact, 85.10% considered 

that the set of visualization tools and the relationship between them helped the analysis 

and findings of results of interest.  
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Figure 40 Percentual Distribution for:”Perception of S-PLOR-T as an exploratory tool for data analytics” 

 

 

On the other hand, it is a very good result that of the totality of the participating population, 

85.1% consider S-PLOR-T as a good tool for exploratory data analysis with 

spatiotemporal characteristics in a flexible and pleasant way. The above, allows to see 

that the tool was well received by users and that for the purposes for which the tool is 

designed, expectations are met. 

 

It should be clarified that as variation was shown in the results between the two groups 

participating in the study in the usability evaluation (user test), in the perception results 

there is also significant variation, which allows to determine and define in a better way the 

target population of this tool (e.g. by level of expertise). Below can be appreciated a Likert 

plot which let to analyze this pattern between both participating groups through all the 

“Quality Assessment of the tool” survey.  
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● Likert Analysis over 6 positions: 

 

Considering the previous plot, representing a Likert Scale for 6 positions, differencing 

both participating groups of the study, can be seen how the performance for each 

question previously described went. In this order of ideas, is evident that the participants 

who are considered as experts or that have somehow experience on analytics and having 

knowledge about the spatiotemporal domain, had a much better performance in general 

terms than the undergraduate students. Notwithstanding the last, it should be considered 

that in terms of facility on graphics terms, based on where to find the analysis desired, 

must be considered due to the will of the tool to be friendly to the user. Besides this, the 

Figure 41 Likert Scale Analysis 
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performance of the tool through the perception of the users (graduates - experts) went in 

a very positive way.  

 

Furthermore, from the Likert plot above, can be also affirmed that even though the tool is 

thought to be somehow intuitive to the users, the target population should be not to all 

both expert and non-expert people, but to the ones who have a greater experience on 

managing information, knowing about alternatives of visual statistics and interpreting 

results.  

 

For more details on the Quality Assessment of the tool, refer to the Annex in the Section 

12.3 : "Assessment of Quality of the Tool: S-PLOR-T" 

 

8. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

From the results presented and described in the previous chapter, it is evident in general 

terms how the participation groups of the study differ. As it was well described, the 

exposed results and the existing difference between both groups measured can be the 

product of several factors. Perhaps this may be a consequence of the expertise of each 

participant regarding the domain in which the user tests were centered or on how each 

knows about data analytics with its multiple alternatives of analysis, represented some of 

them in the tool posed (e.g. multiple descriptive statistics).  

 

Similarly, regarding the time constraint, was always tried to maintain the experimental 

methodology for all the user tests. However, for example, due to the time provided for the 

Civil Engineering Undergraduate course, the quality of the results is the implication of the 

time that was provided for the development of the tests. However, in general terms, the 

level of interest in the tool is positive for most of the participants, and in terms of the level 

of completeness and flexibility of this tool from different perspectives, the proportion of 

the population that considers that the tool does not meet the graphic and usage 

expectations (tool objectives), was minimal. 
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On the other hand, it is interesting to observe how, as the participants were completing 

the proposed challenges, it ended up being reflected in the invested times by the 

development of these, evidencing improvements (time reduction), in general terms. The 

above shows that the participants found their use more user-friendly as they became 

familiar with the tool as they were using it and its various functionalities. In colloquial 

terms, it can be emphasized that for any tool, for user interaction, such as happened with 

S-PLOR-T, will require time of knowledge and context of this, that although all the 

participants were introduced to the functionalities in their greater generality of the 

proposed tool: S-PLOR-T, until the user dives into the tool, they will find it easier to use 

correctly. This in a much more detailed way seen with the users considered as experts of 

the SUR Research Group, in comparison with the Undergraduate students of the Civil 

Engineering Transport Systems course at the Universidad de los Andes. The above, 

since the participants indicated a greater versatility to face new proposed challenges, 

each one with a higher level of graphic difficulty and analysis. 

 

In addition, following the results presented in Chapter 7, particularly in the subsection 7.2, 

it is observed that the tool and study was well received by the participants in a high 

proportion, indicating that the tool was interesting and satisfied with the graphic objectives 

and analysis. 

 

Likewise, recapitulating the results presented in the chapter above, it is observed that the 

participating users indicated having understood the correct use of the tool for analysis 

either little or totally, considering criteria of completeness versus correctness for each of 

the challenges posed. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

On the first hand, the web tool designed meets the main objective of being a facilitator for 

exploratory data analysis with spatiotemporal characteristics in a flexible and user-friendly 

manner, with a contextualized approach towards Visual Analytics. The latter, based on 

the results obtained from the interaction of all the participating users in the study with this 

one, beyond the experimental results that were previously developed and described. 

 

On the other hand, it is concluded that the challenges posed with their varied level of 

complexity, presented an accurate approach and well received by the participating 

population. In general terms, those participants of the study carried out the user 

evaluation voluntarily, apart from the fact that they were all told of their freedom to 

participate or withdraw at any time during the process. 

 

Additionally, compiling the results of the Chapter above, it is important to emphasize again 

that all the results differ among the participating groups, which allows the inferring that 

the level of maturity in data analytics is fundamental to overcome the learning barrier of 

the tool. The above is justified by the results obtained by the users through the challenge, 

obtaining the expert users (graduates) much more positive results in terms of correctness 

than the undergraduates. Apart, considering the general results obtained, also allows 

inferring that there is a high relationship between the results obtained in the challenges 

(time spent, correctness, completeness, among others per challenge) per participant with 

their perception of the tool S-PLOR-T, as it happened comparatively between the two 

groups participating in the study and can be checked above graphically. 

 

Based on the results and based on the analysis of them carried out in Chapter 7, in 

general terms and answering the research question posed in the subsection 2.3, is 

affirmative. This study showed that a web scope for the flexible and pleasant development 

of visual analytics within the linked paradigm of what, when and where is a good 

alternative for users who require easy accessibility to agile exploratory analysis. The latter 

reflects that the tool offers the user alternatives of analysis from different perspectives 
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that makes the analysis accurate, before the correct use of the functionalities (which also 

has implication in the knowledge of the data to be used). 

 

To finish with, as was evident in comments made by several participant users, they 

indicated that S-PLOR-T facilitates the time that is spent in the analysis in comparison 

with other tools in the market, for its accessibility as being Web and its complete 

synchronization between several windows (containers). However, they emphasized the 

prior knowledge of the data for analytics and the tool itself, even if the user was 

contextualized in the domain of the data and the generalities of the tool, and a guide with 

the detail of the tool was previously provided. and its functionalities, the description of 

variables and specific attributes of the database used in the user tests were requested. 

 

Therefore, the tool proposed: S-PLOR-T has great opportunities for being a great web 

approach for data analytics with such characteristics that permits the analysis through the 

main pyramid of the paradigm of the WH* questions, as described in Chapter 4. Moreover, 

once the tool is adapted in graphic terms and analysis from all the comments received 

during the user tests, it is intended to be much more user-friendly, scalable and efficient, 

thus being a better facilitator tool for exploratory data analytics with spatiotemporal 

features. 
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10. FUTURE WORK 

After having carried out this study and having designed and implemented the proposed 

solution tool: S-PLOR-T, a broad horizon is set for future work that involves the tool, in 

terms of analysis and opportunities that come with it. 

 

In this study, a first prototype was evaluated that allows to develop a synchronization of 

diverse analyzes in the frame of the questions within the paradigm of WHAT, WHEN and 

WHERE. The above, considering limitations in terms of space (dependent calculations of 

the browser) and specific characteristics of analysis of any kind. That is, for a future study, 

apart from the tools proposed for analysis in any of the defined fronts, it is expected to 

continue feeding the tool with additional analytical features that allow greater clarity and 

certainty in the results of questions of interest about the data, as considering the proposal 

as a Toolbox for Analytics.  

 

On the other hand, it is expected that a future study may have an independent execution 

of the browser, which is equivalent to the use of relational databases, in a first state to be 

followed, so as not to have space / memory restrictions. That is, letting the browser draw 

the queries and filters done in a database, so that it could manage bigger files than the 

ones supported by the browser. 

 

A future study could include the evaluation of usability with challenges from different 

perspectives of analysis following levels of complexity according to a sample population 

better defined or more specific. The latter, with the purpose of quantifying the success 

(correctness) of the participants by challenge, as it was developed in the present study, 

to guarantee a more rapid familiarization with the tool in a much more uniform way. That 

is, this study could be carried out again, modifying the challenges posed for this purpose 

of prototyping. This, seeking to standardize the requirement and the number of challenges 

or tasks that are proposed in general terms of joint interaction between views, thus 

achieving that this variable has a minimal influence on future results. 
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As can be seen, there are several possibilities to extend this project, the current study 

being a satisfactory pilot test that shows that S-PLOR-T fulfills the purpose for which it 

was proposed, designed and implemented. The tool, being a box of alternatives for visual 

analytics, entails opportunities for extension not only in terms of additional content for this 

purpose, but also in terms of the methodology used, since the analyzes carried out in the 

tool intend to follow such Flexibility, that each user find answers to analysis from different 

perspectives. Therefore, the project has such opportunities for modification and 

improvements to the scheme initially proposed and executed for this pilot study. 
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12. ANNEXES 

12.1. Usability Tool Guide 
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12.2. Usability Evaluation 
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12.3. Assessment of Quality of the Tool: S-PLOR-T 
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